
Project Type Building Requesting Teacher Itemized list of needs.
Total Cost 

of Project

Teacher

Explanation

Technology

Loper 

Elementary 

School

Andrew Snow 5 Vex IQ Starter Kits $1,119.96

I am looking to expand the Elementary Robotics program.  With the 

purchase of these additional robot starter kits I will be able to allow 

many more students to opportunity to explore the world of stem.

Curriculum
Shelbyville 

High School
Renee Gardner

Hairnet hats $50 Aprons $25 

Shelving $100 Hamilton Beach 

Urns (2) $30 each 100 Smoothie 

cups and lids $22 100 clear cups 

$10 100 coffee cups with lids $15

$282.00

I want to open a cafe on Fridays from before school until lunch. The 

life skills students will run it with my supervision. They will practice 

money skills, measuring, food prep, laundry (washing aprons), food 

safety, dish washing, social skills, and organizational skills.

Math
Shelbyville 

Middle School
Marijo Hamblen-Snow

Cricut Explore Air 2 Machine, 

Cricut EasyPress 2, Cricut 12x12 

LightGrip cutting mat,

$429.00

During my Core+ classes, we are focusing on Project Based Learning 

and designing and producing spirit wear for the facility and staff of 

Shelbyville Central Schools. Project-based learning connects students 

to the real world. PBL prepares students to accept and meet 

challenges in the real world, mirroring what professionals do every 

day...because of its focus on 21st-century skills, the PBL model also 

enhances students' technology abilities. The projects that we are 

creating involves all of the STEM activities as well as real life 

scenarios with sales, billing, taxes, depreciation, supply and demand 

as well as developing interpersonal skills and collaboration. These 

items will allow the students in my class to pursue and expand their 

business and line of products to encompass a wider range of 

customers.

Curriculum

Coulston 

Elementary 

School

Sarah Finkel, Dawn Metheny, 

Emily Burrow

3-Best-Rite TLC-2 -Deluxe 

Teacher's Learning Center Easel 
$813.15

This is a mobile dry erase easel station.  It can be used for whole 

group, small group or 1:1 instruction.  It also is a chart and big book 

holder, which we use both of, in the first grade classroom. Students 

are motivated when working on the dry erase board.  The other 

teacher on our team was awarded the funds for the same easel last 

year, and she has found the implementation of this tool to be very 

successful.

English/Language Arts District Level
Mary Harper/Parent Fair 

Committee
Incoming Kindergarten Awareness $135.00

We would like to have Blue River Printing make a selfie stand for 

student pictures at the Parent Fair. The selfie stand would depict the 

SHS graduation gown and cap. We would put update the graduation 

year annually. At the bottom of the stand we have Shelbyville High 

School with the bearhead logo as well as the phrase "Proudly 

supported by Shelbyville Central Education Foundation with the logo. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Technology

Loper 

Elementary 

School

Shelley Drake Document Camera $150.00

I would like to use a document camera for instruction.  I am currently 

using a interwrite mobi and it only works part of the time.  It's seen 

it's better days and I know if only has a short time left.  I don't want 

to be left without any form of instruction but the blackboard.

FUNDED PROJECTS



Technology

Loper 

Elementary 

School

Andrew Snow 5 Vex IQ Starter Kits $1,119.96

I am looking to expand the Elementary Robotics program.  With the 

purchase of these additional robot starter kits I will be able to allow 

many more students to opportunity to explore the world of stem.

Technology

Hendricks 

Elementary 

School

Angie Eldridge 2 Vex IQ Robotics Super Kits $659.98

I am the robotics coach at Hendricks.  We currently have one team 

and would like to have two teams next year. I would like to purchase 

2 Vex IQ super kits. The super kits have a wide variety of additional 

parts, which means the students can build robots that are bigger, 

stronger and more functional for next year's robotics season! The 

super kits would allow our teams to be more competitive. Thank you 

for your consideration and for supporting this initiative.

Technology
Shelbyville 

Middle School
Mike S. Johnson

24 Rubik's Cubes; accompanying 

student workbooks, Teacher 

Guide, 50+ lessons

$213.23

Focusing on STEM curriculum through studying the algorithms 

related to solving this classic puzzle.  This would a series of problem 

solving activities incorporated to support the current programs for 

computer science and coding.  We use Tynker.com for this part of the 

curricula in my Digital Tools II course. 

 It is an Eighth Grade course utilizing the Middle Level Business 

standards and goals.  

The anticipated outcome is focused at the processes of problem 

solving, computational analysis and critical thinking.  A few areas 

which are challenging to teach directly.  These STEM activities would 

a challenging (and a bit sneaky) way to get students to solve 

problems.

Technology

Coulston 

Elementary 

School

Sharon Johnson

IPEVO V4K Ultra High Definition 

USB Document Camera; Your 

Cable Store 15 Foot USB 2.0 

Extension Cable

$109.87

I am requesting a document camera and extension cord.  I teach first 

grade and would like more technology options for whole group 

teaching.  A document camera would allow me to model 

handwriting, tracking, and other necessary skills that are harder to 

do otherwise.  It is a wonderful tool that will increase student 

engagement because they can use it to share their work or 'be 

teacher' by writing in answers as we work. The convenience it offers 

will allow for smoother transitions.  Thank you for considering our 

need.

https://www.amazon.com/gp/offer-

listing/B079DLTG9F/ref=dp_olp_new_mbc?ie=UTF8&condition=new

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B003M6FDS8?psc=1&pf_rd_p=81fff09

2-b4d0-4bf6-92ff-

c855ae323b05&pf_rd_r=88XG06EGD12ME1GR15RJ&pd_rd_wg=DaK

5j&pd_rd_i=B003M6FDS8&pd_rd_w=OmuRn&pd_rd_r=a3b047bf-

65bf-4ecc-91d3-

94b22a8ac0d2&ref_=pd_luc_rh_crh_rh_hashrec_04_01_t_img_lh



Technology

Loper 

Elementary 

School

Andrew Snow 5 Vex IQ Starter Kits $1,119.96

I am looking to expand the Elementary Robotics program.  With the 

purchase of these additional robot starter kits I will be able to allow 

many more students to opportunity to explore the world of stem.

Curriculum

Hendricks 

Elementary 

School

Melissa Gerline-Clagg

You Choose Books: An Interactive 

History Adventure - The 

Underground Railroad SKU CAP-

742562 from United Art and 

Education $6.95 per book (I would 

like 5 copies), Best Choice 

Products Set of 5 Backless Steel 

Stackable Stools (Multicolor) from 

Amazon $49.99 (I would like two 

set) 

$134.88

I would like to be able to have my students read the You Choose 

Interactive Ending book in groups so that each group would have 

their own opportunity to create an ending.  I would also like two sets 

of stools to provide students with an alternative to a chair for 

seating. 

Arts

Loper 

Elementary 

School

Grace Fillip

Disney's "101 Dalmations, Kids 

Show Kit $396, Music Theatre 

International Royalty Fee $99, 

Shipping $40, Video License $75

$610.00

The Loper Elementary Music Program will be performing Disney's 

"101 Dalmations, Kids" in March 2019. The auditioned group of 30-

50 4th and 5th graders will be involved in many aspects of the 

musical production including singing, dancing, acting, staging and 

design. Through participation in the musical, students will be able to 

develop their artistic, musical, and academic skills through creative 

expression and exposure to the literature of such an exciting and 

demanding show.

English/Language Arts
Shelbyville 

High School
Kara Witsman

Customized t-shirts for Speech 

and Debate team members to 

represent their team during the 

school day and at competitions.

$225.00

The SHS Speech and Debate team is growing significantly this year! 

This year's team is 22 students strong, proud, and ready to 

represent! The Speech and Debate team is looking for funding to 

cover the cost of t-shirts for students to represent their team during 

the school day and at competitions. 

Technology

Loper 

Elementary 

School

Andrew Snow 2 VexIQ super kits $659.98

With the purchase of these super kits I will be able to expand the 

robotics program at Loper Elementary to a level that will 

accommodate 40 students with hands on STEM activities. 

Curriculum

Loper 

Elementary 

School

Christine Neeman

2 stability balls with ring and 

pump

2-Disk wobble cushions

1 wobble chair 

$140.00

Some students cannot sit in a hard chair all day and learn to their 

highest level. This is why I would like to have some adaptive seating 

that allows those students to move and wiggle without disrupting 

their peers.

Arts

Coulston 

Elementary 

School

Meredith Hall

Disney's "Cinderella, Kids" show 

kit $316, Music Theater 

International Royalty Fee $79, 

Shipping $40, Video license $75

$510.00

The Coulston Music and Art enrichment program stage a full scale 

broadway musical for 4th and 5th grade students each year.  30-60 

Students will have the opportunity to participate in the areas of 

acting, singing, dancing, scenery design and construction, lighting and 

sound production as well as marketing.  Students are involved in all 

aspect of the project.  



Technology

Loper 

Elementary 

School

Andrew Snow 5 Vex IQ Starter Kits $1,119.96

I am looking to expand the Elementary Robotics program.  With the 

purchase of these additional robot starter kits I will be able to allow 

many more students to opportunity to explore the world of stem.

Curriculum
Shelbyville 

High School
Rebecca Elkins

15 copies of the novel, Les betises 

du Petit Nicolas
$206.64

The book series Petit Nicolas is a classic in France.  There are books, 

movies, and t.v. shows about Petit Nicolas.  Nicolas is a young boy 

who is trying to survive his parents, friends, school, etc.   No matter 

how hard he tries something always happens to Nicolas along his 

journey; usually something comical.  

Most of the "novels" we read in class are written in French by 

American teachers.    While students feel a sense of accomplishment 

reading these books, it is not the same as reading authentic French 

literature.  Petit Nicolas is a series that my upper level French 

students will be able to read mostly on their own and provide  ah-ha 

moments when they successfully read an entire authentic French 

novel.  My students know more French than they give themselves 

credit and this type of activity will prove it to them.

Due to the cost of novels, especially novels written in languages 

other than English,  I am unable to purchase class sets very often.  

Being granted this Golden Opportunity would open a new genre of 

literature to my students.

Merci beaucoup for your consideration of my request.  I so 

appreciate all you do to encourage learning at Shelbyville Central 

Schools.  

Curriculum
Shelbyville 

High School
Katie Beyer

Video game rocker chair (2) for 

$50 dollars each,  Bean bag chair 

(2) for $40 dollars each, Ball chair 

(1) for $75 

$255.00

As a counseling department, we have noticed a rise in anxiety, calm 

down passes, depression, stress, and other factors that are getting in 

the way of students and their academic success.  Mental health is on 

the rise and we would like to have a sensory corner in the counseling 

office for students.  We already have sensory items for them to 

play/fidget with: play-doh, sand, fidget snakes, silly putty, coloring 

books, markers,  and stress balls.  This grant will help fund a place for 

these students to sit while they are taking a moment to breathe. We 

want to provide flexible seating for students so they can move, 

bounce, and feel safe in the different seats.

Curriculum District Level Jennifer Hamer

PackingSupply Thermal 

Laminating Pouches 3 Mil - 8.9-

Inch x 11.4-Inch, Pack of 500

Self Adhesive Dots, Hompie 

1050pcs(525 Pairs) 3/4" Diameter 

Sticky Back Coins Nylon Coins, 

Hook & Loop Dots x2

$60.00

These materials are need in the elementary alternative program to 

create visuals and tasks necessary to follow HANDS in Autism 

programming.



Technology

Loper 

Elementary 

School

Andrew Snow 5 Vex IQ Starter Kits $1,119.96

I am looking to expand the Elementary Robotics program.  With the 

purchase of these additional robot starter kits I will be able to allow 

many more students to opportunity to explore the world of stem.

Curriculum

Coulston 

Elementary 

School

Allison Baker Yoga mats $60.00
I would like to add more flexible seating in my classroom to enhance 

student learning.  

English/Language Arts

Coulston 

Elementary 

School

Ashley Heller

Copernicus RC138 Queen Royal 

Reading Writing Center

https://www.todaysclassroom.co

m/copernicus-rc138-queen-royal-

reading-writing-center/

$170.30

For years, my kindergarten classroom was equipped with a 

SmartBoard.  Unfortunately, it broke this year and was unable to be 

repaired.  This dry erase board will allow me to have a large space to 

write for all students to see.  This writing center will also be 

beneficial when reading the "big books" from our reading series.  The 

current easel that our classroom has does not accommodate these 

books well and makes it difficult for me to hold the book up while 

teaching the necessary skills to my students.  This would be a huge 

benefit to my classroom and one that students would enjoy as well.  

Thank you for your consideration.

English/Language Arts

Coulston 

Elementary 

School

Sharon Johnson
Copernicus RC138 Queen Royal 

Reading Writing Center
$170.30

In my kindergarten classroom, many activities and lessons require 

the use of a whiteboard, magnetic board, or a chart holder. I do not 

have a whiteboard in my classroom at this time.  This easel would 

conveniently put all those needs in one space.  It is large enough to 

hold our big books as well.  This easel would also allow the students 

to interact with the lessons because it is on their level.  When the 

easel is not being used in whole group instruction, it will be used in 

small groups or independent centers.

English/Language Arts

Coulston 

Elementary 

School

Shyla Van Cleave

Copernicus RC138 Queen Royal 

Reading Writing Center

https://www.todaysclassroom.co

m/copernicus-rc138-queen-royal-

reading-writing-center/

$170.30

My students and I are in need of a magnetic, dry erase, teaching 

easel that also acts as a big book holder. Our SMARTboard went out 

this year and was replaced with a tv, so we do not have a nice space 

to write on during lessons.  Also, many of the books we read in our 

reading series are big books and need a stand to rest on while we 

read them.  Sometimes I have to hold the large books with my arms 

stretched out wide, which makes it difficult to point to text or point 

out important text features. This easel would be used all day long for 

all subjects.  It also provides storage for things that are always nice to 

have on hand while teaching whole group lessons (markers, pointers, 

flash cards, math manipulatieves, post-its, etc.) Students love coming 

to the board to show what they have learned,  and right now they 

are not able to do that. This product would be a game changer for 

me and my students. Thank you for your consideration.



Technology

Loper 

Elementary 

School

Andrew Snow 5 Vex IQ Starter Kits $1,119.96

I am looking to expand the Elementary Robotics program.  With the 

purchase of these additional robot starter kits I will be able to allow 

many more students to opportunity to explore the world of stem.

Technology
Shelbyville 

Middle School
Luke Lockridge

2- 74 Bin Mobile Double-Sided 

Floor Rack
$283.84

Then Engineering Tech department at SMS, along with teachers from 

other departments, is going to start a Robotic Club next school year. 

We are looking to have 4-5 teams of students designing, building, 

programming, and competing in friendly head-to-head competitions 

in the first. Our longterm goal is to compete in local, regional, and 

state competitions using VEX Robots. 

With this many students working on different robot designs, we will 

need a place to store spare parts and tools. We have found rolling 

storage bin carts that are ideal for holding the various parts that are 

needed to keep the build area neat and orderly. The rolling carts will 

also allow us to move all of the needed parts from the storage room 

to the build area in one trip. This will help cut down on travel time 

and allow the club members more time to focus on their robot 

builds. 

Curriculum

Loper 

Elementary 

School

Heather McCullum

Ikea Egg Chair (3) $210.00, 

BALLance pro Stability Ball (2) 

$52.00, Ergo Seats (2)  $150, 

Hokki Stool (2) $259.00, floor 

pillows (4) $30, lap desk (4) 

$60.00

$761.00

I would like to continue to incorporate alternative seating in my 

classroom.  I currently use exercise balls, an egg chair,  standing 

table, and floor mats. Alternative seating gives me the opportunity to 

differentiate according to the needs of my students. It also allows 

students to  choose an alternative seating that works best for them.

Technology

Loper 

Elementary 

School

Courtney Sherwood 24 over the ear headphones $312.00

My students desperately need quality headphones.  The headphones 

that most parents are able to afford do not last through the year.  

My students have not misused or been destructive to their 

headphones, just the everyday use has worn them out.  

We use iPads in our classroom daily.  Without headphones, our room 

is very noisy and students have a difficult time attending to their 

assigned task.  

Thank you very much for your consideration!



Technology

Loper 

Elementary 

School

Andrew Snow 5 Vex IQ Starter Kits $1,119.96

I am looking to expand the Elementary Robotics program.  With the 

purchase of these additional robot starter kits I will be able to allow 

many more students to opportunity to explore the world of stem.

Science
Shelbyville 

High School
Amy Ames, Science at SHS

Hit the Habitat Trail: 6 Games at 

$22.50= $135

Professor Noggins Wonder of 

Science: 6 games at $10.99= 65.94

Science Ninjas: Valence Card 

Game:  6 games at $25.00= 

150.00

Cytosis: A Cell Biology Board 

Game: 6 at $40.00=$240

New Path: Learning Chemistry 

Review Curriculum for Mastery: 6 

games at $19.19= 115.14

$706.08 

I would like to incorporate more "hands-on" learning games into my 

classroom curriculum. As we know, not all students learn in the same 

way. I am requesting a few sets of games that would tie right into the 

science curriculum at a higher learning level. These games would also 

allow for collaboration, critical thinking, comprehension skills, and 

engagement. 

Technology
Shelbyville 

High School
Rex Olds

Bosch PB360C Bluetooth 

Powerbox 
$212.93

P.E. is requesting funds to buy a portable boombox to stream music 

during class/workouts.  Music is a great motivator for students and 

we have had positive results with the loaner box we currently are 

using. There is not access to a sound system in the Aux Gym, nor easy 

access in the Main Gym.  Portability and Bluetooth would allow all 

teachers to easily access and use anywhere in the department or 

outside when weather permits. 

Technology
Shelbyville 

High School
Amy Fox

Blue Yeti USB Microphone 

(Blackout) -Qty 2
$258.00

The high school has an online radio station where students produce 

live shows, school psa's, community psa's, interviews, music reviews, 

etc. to add to our daily programming.  The students are currently 

using low quality, cheap computer desk microphones for all of their 

recordings.  The quality of this type of microphone is very low, which 

causes students voices to have popping and crackling noises in their 

recordings.  Many times we get distortion/feedback from these 

microphones as well.  We would like to have higher quality 

microphones to use in all of our pre-recorded content.  The Yeti 

Microphones would allow for a significant increase in recording 

quality, plus have built-in features that would allow the students to 

control their recording process.   Students' recordings would have 

much higher quality, which would add to the professional sound that 

students want to achieve when creating content to add to our daily 

programming.  



Technology

Loper 

Elementary 

School

Andrew Snow 5 Vex IQ Starter Kits $1,119.96

I am looking to expand the Elementary Robotics program.  With the 

purchase of these additional robot starter kits I will be able to allow 

many more students to opportunity to explore the world of stem.

Technology

Hendricks 

Elementary 

School

Nicole Terrell

2 sets of 12 headphones for the 

Ipad (Lab Pack 12 MS2L School 

Headphones with Case)

10 sets of Ipad headphone 

splitters for multi-purpose usage 

on the Ipad (BELKIN MOBILE 

F8Z274BTBLK ROCKSTAR MULTI 

HEADPHONE)

$363.70

I am requesting student high quality headphones for my students.  

Our class utilizes technology on a daily basis that requires the use of 

headphones.  The technology programs that are required need to 

have reliable headphones so the students are able to hear the 

information appropriately.  In my classroom, headphones have been 

replaced multiple times by parents, as well as myself.  Many times 

the headphones are of a low quality and do not last very long. The 

headphones that I am requesting will be able to be used each year, 

and are easy to clean.

I am also requesting headphone adapters for the Ipads.  These 

adapters will replace the need for listening centers/stations.Since the 

Ipads are very versatile, it will allow our class the opportunity to 

listening to stories, as well as access our  math curriculum online with 

partners and groups. The adapters will give our classroom another 

avenue to learn and work with groups and partners with technology.

Curriculum

Hendricks 

Elementary 

School

Melissa Gerline-Clagg

AmazonBasics Pre-sharpened 

Wood Cased #2 HB Pencils, 150 

Pack • AMAZON BUSINESS	$12.49 

( 3)  total-$37.47

Paper Mate InkJoy Gel 

Retractable Pen, 0.7mm, Ink, Pack 

of 14, Assorted (1951636) • 

AMAZON BUSINESS	$16.17 (2)   

total- $32.34

Expo Low Odor Chisel Tip Dry 

Erase Markers, Black, (80001) (4 

Dozen) • AMAZON 

BUSINESS	$27.27 (2) 	$54.54

X-ACTO ProX Classroom Electric 

Pencil Sharpener • AMAZON 

BUSINESS	$22.99 (1)  total-

$22.99

Paper Mate Arrowhead Pink Pearl 

Cap Erasers, 144 Count • 

AMAZON BUSINESS	$5.72 (3) 

total- $17.16

Ken Burns: The Dust Bowl • 

AMAZON BUSINESS	$14.99 (1) 

total-$14.99

Crayola Different Colored Pencils, 

100 Count, Adult Coloring • 

$271.67

My 4th grade students are in need of supplies for the various 

projects that we do throughout the year.  We are required to read 

several novels with our AE curriculum so we are constantly using up 

our supplies. We use dry erase markers on a daily basis to practice 

our math skills.  We also need a place to store some of our textbooks, 

novels, and supplies (the bookcase). We would be very appreciative 

for these supplies in our room. Thank you in advance.  



Technology

Loper 

Elementary 

School

Andrew Snow 5 Vex IQ Starter Kits $1,119.96

I am looking to expand the Elementary Robotics program.  With the 

purchase of these additional robot starter kits I will be able to allow 

many more students to opportunity to explore the world of stem.

Curriculum

Hendricks 

Elementary 

School

Jennifer Hamer

2x Velcro Dots (Amazon 15.25 x 2)

Fellows Laminating Pouches 

(Amazon 13.80 x 2)

$58.10

These materials are needed to create materials and resources for 

students who attend the Alternative Elementary Program. Visuals 

and alternative to paper pencil tasks are used in this program on a 

daily basis. I would like to continue to implement the strategies that 

my staff and I learned at the HANDS in Autism training.

English/Language Arts
Shelbyville 

High School
Whitney Campbell

$20/student - long-sleeve, 

personalized t-shirts

$5/student - "togas" (twin size flat 

bedsheets)

16 students

$400.00 

Each year since 2014, Shelbyville High School has been represented 

at the Indiana Junior Classical League Latin Convention, a 2-day 

competition in March in which we compete against Latin students 

from all over the state in a variety of creative, graphic and academic 

competitions. Last year we came home with 66 individual top-10 

awards between 14 students, in addition to other school group 

awards. Because it is an overnight trip, students are required to pay a 

$130 to the IJCL to cover accommodations, food, and other costs. 

This fee is a huge burden for some of our students. While we are 

doing a few bake sales this year to lower the individual costs, we are 

looking to have our Convention t-shirts and "toga" costs covered (for 

Roman banquet and spirit competitions, which would have been 

additional costs) so that students will hopefully have to pay no more 

than $100/student after all costs are factored in. We are hoping to 

have a larger group this year if we are able to offset the costs for 

students with financial needs, who may have not been able to attend 

in the past. Thank you for your consideration!

Curriculum

Coulston 

Elementary 

School

Annette Creed
12 Rectangular milk crates for 

book storage
$135.98 

All of our classroom textbooks will not fit into the student desks.  

These crate will be used to stack beside each cooperative group and 

hold all the extra book and workbooks they need which will save 

time for instruction. These crates will also hold a tub of supplies the 

students need regularly but not on a daily basis (markers, tissues, 

colored pencils, math manipulatives,  a small trash can, etc.).



Technology

Loper 

Elementary 

School

Andrew Snow 5 Vex IQ Starter Kits $1,119.96

I am looking to expand the Elementary Robotics program.  With the 

purchase of these additional robot starter kits I will be able to allow 

many more students to opportunity to explore the world of stem.

English/Language Arts

Coulston 

Elementary 

School

Whitney Thomas

I am requesting a Crayola Story By 

Me Hardcover Kit for each 

student in my classroom.  These 

kits include: 

Instructions 

16 page templates

8 Crayola washable markers

1 brainstorming sheet

1 cover template

1 redemption form

1 postage paid envelope

$590.49 

I would like to have my class delve into their imaginations and gain a 

sense of author’s purpose. I believe that I can bring to life my 

standards and objectives by showing my students just how creative 

writing can be. What better way than to have each student create 

their own hardback book. Crayola Story By Me Hardcover kit can 

offer my students an opportunity to become authors of their very 

own book.  I believe this to be an important influence that will not 

only be a memorable experience but will bring back the prominence 

of the art of writing. 

The ability to write is not only a necessity; it's a representation of so 

much more. It can be an artistic display of feelings depicting the 

totality of oneself. To the writer, text has multiple meanings giving 

the reader endless perspectives. 

Since the beginning of time, variations of writing and script, including 

symbols and pictures, have allowed humankind to stay linked giving 

vital information to predecessors. This tool that so many take for 

granted has a history all its own. Writing consists of many levels of 

concepts from utilizing any particular utensil and forming 

combinations of unique symbols for the writer's exact thought to the 

in-depth process of developing one's purpose for the initial need to 

write. 

The learning of any given language is a natural ability. However, 

thirty-two million American adults are illiterate; thus, lacking the 

Technology

Coulston 

Elementary 

School

Mrs. Gaddie

1-48"x72" Tall Kidney Bean table 

($319), 3 Exercise balls ($33.37 

each), 5 headphones with 

microphones ($18.12 each) 

$509.71 

As an ELL teacher, I have many children cycling through my room. 

Mrs. Branson and I are working with 2-3 groups of students in one 

room at a time on different topics.We have one kidney table but it 

would be ideal to have another one so we can work with our small 

groups in a more efficient manner. Some of our students would 

benefit from having the option to sit on an exercise ball, as the 

option to move while working would help them focus. Headphones 

with microphones would allow us to let students work independently 

on speaking and listening activities without being distracted. These 

headphones also would help student practice their speaking and 

listening skills and would help them prepare for their annual WIDA 

exam which scores EL students proficiency level in reading, writing, 

listening, and speaking. 

Technology

Coulston 

Elementary 

School

Emily Burrow
Regency 1620BE Glow 15" Stool, 

Blue (quantity 5) from Amazon
$283.30 

I teach kindergarten, and noticed that many of students had a hard 

time not only sitting, but also sitting still enough to be able to listen 

and engage in the curriculum. With these wiggle stools, my students 

would be able to have an alternative seating arrangement which 

would help them focus and be able to learn.



Technology

Loper 

Elementary 

School

Andrew Snow 5 Vex IQ Starter Kits $1,119.96

I am looking to expand the Elementary Robotics program.  With the 

purchase of these additional robot starter kits I will be able to allow 

many more students to opportunity to explore the world of stem.

Technology

Coulston 

Elementary 

School

Sarah Finkel

4    Kids Wobble Chair 14"   dark 

blue    (wobbleseat.com) $280.00 

Alternative seating can be an asset for those with "wiggling 

tendencies."  These seats seem to help students focus and spend 

more time learning. While alternative seating is not advantageous for 

all, it is great to have options available. 

English/Language Arts

Hendricks 

Elementary 

School

Cathy Brown
Big Book Storytelling Activity Kits 

from Lakeshore Learning
$395.00 

This year I have incorporated a big book station into my literacy 

station rotations.  These books will help to integrate science and 

social studies into my literacy instruction.   The big books come with 

storytelling props which allow students to retell, sequence, and 

practice a variety of literature based activities.  You may view the big 

books at LakeshoreLearning.com # HH650X.  I appreciate your 

consideration.

English/Language Arts
Shelbyville 

Middle School
Beth Ryshavy I am Malala (150 copies) $150.00 

In 7th grade, we complete a brave unit.  One of the articles we read 

is about Malala, a wonderful, inspiring girl who has overcome many 

obstacles.  We would like nothing more than to expand our unit by 

reading her autobiography.  Right now, Scholastic has these books 

for $1 each.  

Curriculum

Coulston 

Elementary 

School

Bambi Garrison
12 Hamilton Deluxe Headsets 

$13.88 each
$166.56 

In fifth grade, I teach students who are below grade level in reading. 

It is so important to bridge this gap before students move into 

middle school and high school. We have several programs including 

Read 180, Systems 44, and Rosetta Stone that help remediate these 

students. Each of the programs require headsets with functioning 

microphones where students can do such things as record 

themselves read passages and listen back to their fluency.  Right 

now, our equipment is worn and unreliable. With new headsets, 

students could spend more time on our programs which would help 

close that achievement gap and aide students in building their 

confidence as they go into middle school and high school. 

Curriculum

Loper 

Elementary 

School

Joni Connor

Magformers, Keva Planks, Keva 

Maker Bot Mazes, Mental Blox 3D 

Puzzle Game, Wikki Stix, marbles, 

craft sticks, clips, and clothespins

$150.00 

I am integrating stem bins into my classroom as a replacement for 

paper morning work activities.  I feel that having students engaged in 

a stem activity first thing in the morning wakes up their brains and 

engages them in creative, complex tasks that encourage them to 

think like inventors.  Instead of giving more work, I feel that this is 

meaningful work.  I also like that the children explore through play 

and are given the opportunity to collaborate with peers.

Curriculum

Hendricks 

Elementary 

School

Becky Baker
I would like a listening station for 

my classroom
$358.00 

A listening center in my classroom would benefit students, especially 

in Language Arts.  A listening center can provide students extra help 

with phonics and letter sounds, beginning reading and reading 

comprehension.  I am thankful for and really appreciate your 

consideration!  CD Player- $129.00

Listening Station (Storage, 8 headphones & junction box) $229.00



Technology

Loper 

Elementary 

School

Andrew Snow 5 Vex IQ Starter Kits $1,119.96

I am looking to expand the Elementary Robotics program.  With the 

purchase of these additional robot starter kits I will be able to allow 

many more students to opportunity to explore the world of stem.

Technology
Shelbyville 

Middle School
Mrs. Tina Sherwood

Classroom Sensory kits 52.99 each 

(requesting at least 3), Ear muffs 

to muffle sound $25 each 

(requesting 3), Therapy Balls for 

seating $30 (requesting at least 

5).  

$358.97 

I teach special education at Shelbyville Middle School and I would like 

to set up a sensory area in my classroom as well as have sensory 

tools available to students  who need it.  Right now, if a student 

needs sensory they have to go to the other side of the building to 

receive it.  I would like to make this more available to them in our 

hallway so they are more comfortable.  

English/Language Arts
Shelbyville 

Middle School
Anspaugh

Books for Book Club -- 10 copies 

of Eighth Day, 10 copies of The 

Testing, 10 copies of Posted, and 

10 copies of Seventh Most 

Important Thing, snacks for each 

quarterly book talk

$400.00 

I would like to have a student/staff book club each quarter.  Students 

and some staff members would read the book and then have a book 

discussion each quarter.  New students/new staff each time if there 

is enough interest.  Students would keep the book after they are 

finished reading it.  Staff books would be donated to other students 

and/or placed in our two Little Free Libraries.

Curriculum
Shelbyville 

Middle School
Macy Runyan

HP Office Jet 4650 Wireless color 

printer [Walmart]

Nuova 3 mil laminating pouches 

(200 count)[Amazon]

Vkey 1000pc (500 Set) 2 cm 

Velcro dots (2 packages) 

[Amazon]

$118.73 

My students are in need of visuals to help them be successful 

throughout the school building.  These visuals will help my students 

to gain independence and allow for them to understand and better 

process their schedule throughout the day as well as tasks that are 

being completed.  The printer, laminating pouches and Velcro dots 

will allow for me to be able to create visuals as needed to best 

support my students in all areas throughout their school day. 

Curriculum
Shelbyville 

Middle School
Jason Bass 

STARQUEEN Portable Bluetooth 

PA System (Amazon) 
$219.99 

This Portable Sound System will be used in all Physical Education 

Classes (6th, 7th, & 8th grade) to assist with our implementation of 

more fitness related activities (fitness walking, Personal Best Days, 

Weight Room, UNO Fitness, and PACER Testing).  In addition, this 

system will be used to play music, communicate with students in 

larger environments, and provide instruction during various units 

throughout the semester.  Thank You! 

Technology
Shelbyville 

Middle School
Luke Lockridge Indoor Balloon Tester= $102.95 $121.18 

I will be working with two new 6th grade classes this year. For the 

6th graders, I plan on having my students dive into the sciences 

behind hot-air balloons. The students will be researching, designing, 

and developing hot-air balloons out of tissue paper. We will need a 

safe way of filling the balloons with hot air, and the Pitsco indoor 

balloon tester is the best tool for the task. It uses an electric fan, so it 

meets the safety concerns of not catching the balloons on fire. 



Technology

Loper 

Elementary 

School

Andrew Snow 5 Vex IQ Starter Kits $1,119.96

I am looking to expand the Elementary Robotics program.  With the 

purchase of these additional robot starter kits I will be able to allow 

many more students to opportunity to explore the world of stem.

Technology

Coulston 

Elementary 

School

Susan Lockridge (1st grade)
Learniture Active Learning Stool 

(15 in.)  5 @ 52.95 each
$264.75 

Many of my students have a difficult time sitting still in a traditional 

chair.  I have had the opportunity to use one learning stool in my 

classroom and my students love it!  This stool allows students to 

move feet, rock side to side, wiggle all while working on core muscles 

and posture and most importantly staying on task with the material 

that is being presented.  I noticed that when a student sat in the 

learning stool he/she was much more engaged and on task compared 

to sitting in a traditional chair.  

English/Language Arts
Shelbyville 

High School
Justin Stenger

35 copies of Upfront Magazine 

(includes online access) plus 

vendor shipping charges

$384.61 

The students will have access to a larger window of issues and topics 

through Upfront magazine, by The New York Times. Each magazine 

provides snippets of high-interest current events, a deep dive into 

social concerns of today, exploration of political cartoons associated 

with current issues, and interactive lessons that encourage debate 

and discussion.

Students will explore individually and cooperatively, challenging each 

others' interpretations and beliefs along the way. Upfront is designed 

to concisely and effectively spark an inner desire to further explore 

the issues presented and to engage the class into meaningful, 

positive debate and discussion. The students will use the paper and 

electronic versions to stimulate learning and growth. This 

subscription to The New York Times Upfront also provides interactive 

activities, informational videos, discussion prompts, writing prompts, 

and assessments that promote higher level thinking.

Arts

Loper 

Elementary 

School

Grace Fillip

Disney's "Lion King, Kids" Show Kit 

$516, Music Theatre International 

Royalty Fee $129, Shipping $40, 

Video License $75

$760.00

The Loper Elementary Music Program will be performing Disney's 

"Lion King, Kids" in March 2020. The auditioned group of 40-60 4th 

and 5th graders will be involved in many aspects of the musical 

production including singing, dancing, acting, staging and design. 

Through participation in the musical, students will be able to develop 

their artistic, musical, and academic skills through creative expression 

and exposure to the literature of such an exciting and demanding 

show.

Arts

Hendricks 

Elementary 

School

Dawn Adams/Gloria Thomas

Materials for props, set design 

and costuming for our Spring 

Musical

$600.00

We will be performing Charlie and the Chocolate Factory in March of 

2020. We will need costuming and props and set design for our 

production. We involve 4th and 5th graders as actors, prop/set 

designers and constructors. We will begin working on our production 

in January of 2020 when we return to school after our winter break. 

We expect our set to be exciting and enticing to children of all ages. 

We do not have any money to work with at this time, and we would 

greatly appreciate anything the Foundation could help us with. 

Thank you for considering our request. Dawn and Gloria



Technology

Loper 

Elementary 

School

Andrew Snow 5 Vex IQ Starter Kits $1,119.96

I am looking to expand the Elementary Robotics program.  With the 

purchase of these additional robot starter kits I will be able to allow 

many more students to opportunity to explore the world of stem.

Arts

Coulston 

Elementary 

School

Meredith Hall

Royalties $99.00, Materials 

$396.00, Video License $75.00, 

Costume/Set materials $200, 

$30.00 shipping

$800.00

The Coulston Elementary School Art and Music Enrichment Program 

strive to provide an opportunity for fifth grade students to further 

explore and develop their interests and talents in the area of art, 

music and theater. It is the goal of the program to combine the 

efforts of the music and art department to produce the Broadway 

Kid’s musical, “101 Dalmations”. This project will potentially involve 

30-100 fourth and fifth grade students at Coulston Elementary 

School. The students would act, sing, dance, create scenery, provide 

technical support and market the production set to perform on 

March, 18, 2019 at Shelbyville High School’s Breck Auditorium. This 

musical performance will enhance the Shelbyville Central School 

initiative for enrichment in the arts as well as satisfying standards in 

music, art, theater, language arts, math, history and social studies.

English/Language Arts

Hendricks 

Elementary 

School

Amy Cory
IPEVO Point 2 View Document 

Camera
$185.00

Teaching correct handwriting skills, as well as modeling correct skills 

in other areas of writing and language arts, is strongly supported by 

using visual modeling. By using a document camera, I can give my 

students the modeling support they need. It will also allow me to be 

working closer to them instead of sitting at a computer across the 

room.


